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Abstract
We consider the problem of designing lines in a public transport system, where we include
user-optimal route choice. The model we develop ensures that there is enough capacity
present for every passenger to travel on a shortest route. We present two different integer
programming formulations for this problem, and discuss exact solution approaches. To solve
large-scale line planning instances, we also implemented a genetic solution algorithms.
We test our algorithms in computational experiments using randomly generated instances
along realistic data, as well as a realistic instance modeling the German long-distance network.
We examine the advantages and disadvantages of using such user-optimal solutions, and show
that our algorithms sufficiently scale with instance size to be used for practical purposes.
Keywords: Transportation; line planning; public transport capacity; equilibrium constraints;
railway optimization
1 Introduction
The acceptance of a public transportation system from a customer’s point of view is highly de-
pendent on the quality of service it provides, in particular in comparison with alternatives such as
individual transport. If only poor connections are offered for an origin-destination-pair, passengers
may decide to use alternative means of transportation or stay at home. Therefore, the quality
of a public transportation system from the passengers’ point of view is a key objective in design-
ing public transportation systems, besides infrastructure constraints, operational limitations, and
budget considerations.
However, taking passengers’ behavior into account when solving optimization problems from public
transportation planning complicates matters: in most public transportation systems, passengers
cannot be steered by the system operator, but make their own travel choices, maximizing their
benefit. The design of a public transportation system is hence a bilevel optimization problem:
on the upper level the operator designs the system, on the lower level the passengers make travel
choices in the system which optimize their individual objective function.
For the sake of tractability, mathematical programming approaches in passenger-oriented public
transportation problems usually use strongly simplified demand models which avoid such bilevel
modeling. Often, passenger routes are fixed a priori, i.e., they are assumed to be independent
of the implemented transportation system. Models which do not presume fixed passenger routes
normally operate under the implicit assumption that passengers can be assigned to routes by the
operators. By design, (meta-)heuristic frameworks like iterative or genetic algorithms which split
solution generation and solution evaluation, can handle more realistic demand models. However,
these approaches can get stuck in suboptimal solutions.
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In this paper we study the integration of passenger route choice in a simple line planning problem.
The goal of line planning is to determine the routes which are served regularly by a vehicle (train,
bus, tram, etc) and the frequencies of these services. Line planning is a so-called strategic public
transportation problem, which is addressed early in the conventional public transportation process.
The outcome, the so-called line concept, is then used as basis for further planning decisions like
timetabling and vehicle scheduling.
We consider line planning as a bi-objective problem: Our goal is to find a line plan with low overall
passenger travel time of the passengers and low costs for the operator.
In contrast to most previous work on this topic, we require our solution to be feasible in terms
of transportation capacity, under the assumption that every passenger chooses the route which is
’best’ for her/him. Hereby, we use a rather simplistic model for passengers’ route choice behavior
by assuming that all passengers aim at minimizing their travel times, composed of in-vehicle times
and transfer times.
We model line planning with route choice (LPRC) as a bilevel optimization problem with a line
planning problem on the upper level and passenger route choice problems on the lower level.
We use two different techniques to transfer the bilevel optimization problem into a single-level
(mixed-)integer linear problem ((M)IP). For both transformations, binary variables and ’big-M-
constraints’ need to be added, which lead to an increase in computation time compared to the
problem formulation with route assignment instead of route choice. However, it turns out that in
practical situations, most of the additional constraints are unnecessary. For this reason, we develop
a constraint-generation approach, which iteratively adds the set of constraints to the formulation
which are violated by the current solution.
In computational experiments, we find that these approaches are viable for smaller line planning
problems with up to 10 stations; to solve real-world instances with up to 250 stations, we develop
a genetic solution algorithm. Our results demonstrate that this algorithm is able to handle prob-
lems of such size, and produces reasonable trade-off solutions between passenger travel time and
operator costs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the current literature
on the topic and summarize our contribution. Our line planning models are formally introduced
in Section 3, and different mathematical programming formulations are presented in Section 4.
We discuss exact and heuristic solution approaches in Section 5, and present computational exper-
iments in Section 6. We conclude the paper and point out further research questions in Section 7.
2 Related literature and contributions of this paper
In the following we review some relevant literature on routing in transportation (Section 2.1), line
planning models (Section 2.2), integration of passenger routing in public transportation planning
problems (Section 2.3), and, more general, integration of routing in network optimization problem
(Section 2.4). In Section 2.5 we briefly explain the terminology used in this paper, before we place
our contributions in the context of the literature.
2.1 Routing in transportation
There is a vast amount of research on how passengers behave in public transportation systems.
Research on route choice often follows a behavioral approach to investigate which aspects are
decisive when choosing a route in a transportation network with the aim to build quantitative
models that predict individual’s route choice as good as possible.
Traffic assignment and transit assignment models, on the other hand, often take a system perspec-
tive and model route choice behavior of the passengers as a whole, normally focussing on congestion
aspects. Hereby, the term traffic is mostly used when referring to individual transportation, for
public transportation, normally the term transit assignment is used.
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These research directions have brought forth a variety of sophisticated demand models, including
among others discrete-choice assignment and equilibrium models, see, e.g., [OW11, BS12, WN13,
Pat15].
In route planning, the focus is more on computationally efficient methods to guide passengers
through a transportation network (see [DSSW09] for a survey). Finding routes through train
networks (see [MHSWZ07, GSS+13b] is computationally more challenging than for street networks,
where a road hierarchy can be used.
Line planning models are usually based on (mixed-)integer programming formulations; due to
their complexity, they require simple models of passenger behavior that may be included as side
constraints. The purpose of this paper is to improve the realism of passenger behavior by including
an egoistic route choice, instead of a system-optimal passenger routing. The way the quality of a
path is assessed by a passenger, however, is similar to previous papers on the topic.
2.2 Line planning models
There is a large amount of work on line planning in the literature, comprising a variety of models.
Models differ by the decisions covered (determination of train routes, frequency setting, or both),
infrastructure and operational aspects taken into account, objective functions, and the way pas-
sengers’ decisions are taken into account in the decision process. For a more extensive overview
on line planning concepts and models, see [Sch12b].
While some line planning literature considers only the determination of train routes [GYW06,
SS15a, Sch14, Har16] or only frequency setting [CF95, GSS04, dMI06], most commonly both
problems are addressed together. In fact, there are various reasons why frequencies should be
included in the line planning process:
Firstly, frequencies should be high enough to provide enough transport capacity. Secondly, frequen-
cies have an impact on the transfer times and should thus be of interest when considering passenger
travel time and in particular when routing passengers. However, incorporation of frequency-based
transfer times leads to non-linear optimization models. For this reason, most literature in this area
estimates transfer times by a transfer penalty, see e.g., [SS06, NJ08, BGP07, BK12, Sch14]. For
models which do take frequency-based transfer times into account we refer the interested reader
to [CF95, GSS04, dMI06] and references therein.
Many line planning papers consider upper bounds on edge frequencies, see, e.g., [GvHK06, GvHK04,
SS06, GYW06]. Operational costs are taken into account as simple frequency-based costs [GYW06,
SS15a, Sch14, SS06], sum of fixed and frequency-based costs [BGP07, BK12], or using more so-
phisticated models, e.g., based on rolling stock utilization [GvHK06, GvHK04].
With respect to objective functions, line planning models can be roughly classified into models
with cost-oriented or with passenger-oriented objective functions. Focusing on the costs that arise
from establishing the lines rather than on passengers’ convenience, many cost-oriented models use
a covering approach, assuming pre-estimated minimal frequencies of service on the tracks to model
passengers’ demand [GvHK06, GvHK04]
In contrast to cost-oriented approaches, passenger-oriented approaches focus on the optimization
of passenger-related criteria. One example is the maximization of the number of direct travelers
[BKZ97, Bus98]. The objective of minimizing travel time has been treated, e.g., in [Sch05, SS06,
SS12, Sch12a]. In [BGP07, BGP08, PB06], a weighted sum of operational costs and travel time
is minimized. When using travel time as an objective function, fixed passenger routes, as they
are used, e.g., in [BKZ97, CvDZ98, GvHK04], are not suitable because travel time does not only
depend on track lengths, but also on transfer times. In the following, we discuss details on the
integration of routing aspects.
2.3 Integration of passenger demand in public transportation
While, for the sake of simplicity, many older models in public transportation optimization consider
demand and even route choice as fixed (see the survey [FMSR13]), there are recent approaches
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to integrate passenger route choice in typical optimization problems from public transportation
like line planning [GYW06, SS06, NJ08, BGP07, BK12, SS15a, Sch14, Har16], timetabling [SG13,
SS15b, Sch14, HBK15], delay management [DHSS12, Sch13, Sch14], and rolling stock rescheduling
[KMN14, vKM16].
An early approach to frequency setting with integrated passenger routing is described in [CF95].
The problem is formulated using a bilevel model and solved via a subgradient approach. Some
other papers, see, e.g., [GSS04] use heuristics to tackle bilevel modelling approaches.
In order to model the described problems with integrated passenger route choice as MIPs, it is
often implicitly assumed that the number of passengers per origin-destination pair per time is
fixed and that
(a) there are no capacity restrictions on the vehicles, passengers choose travel-time minimal routes
or routes with minimal transfers, and the operator minimizes overall travel time (uncapacitated
route choice), see, e.g., [GYW06, SS15a, Sch14, Har16, SG13, SS15b, DHSS12, Sch13, Sch14,
HBK15], or
(b) passengers can be steered by the public transportation operator (route assignment), see, e.g.,
the publications [SS06, NJ08, BGP07, BK12, Sch14] on line planning.
Using these assumptions, instead of using a bilevel formulation, the public transportation problem
with integrated route choice can be expressed as a MIP with flow or path constraints modelling
passengers’ route choice.
However, public transportation systems do not (always) comply with assumption (a). In partic-
ular in line planning problems involving frequency setting, frequencies are often chosen based on
capacity considerations. In this case, assumption (b) allows to incorporate capacity restrictions.
However, using route assignment as described in (b) can lead to unrealistic and even infeasible
situations, as we will demonstrate in Example 3.2.
Besides travel times and transfers, also other factors like congestion and ticket costs play a role
in route choice. More sophisticated demand models are taken into account in metaheuristic ap-
proaches like genetic or evolutionary algorithms [FM06, BCCP09, SMFZ10, SK12] or iterative
approaches as suggested in [Sch14, KMN14, vKM16]. However, these approaches may get stuck
in suboptimal solutions.
Fewer attempts have been made to integrate mode choice into transportation optimization, see
e.g., [LMOS05, LMMO07, CR11].
2.4 Integration of network design and routing
The public transportation planning problems reviewed in Section 2.3 can be modeled as net-
work optimization problems with integrated routing decisions. Similar problems can be found in
many other applications, such as road network design [Mig95], toll setting [BLMS01], transporta-
tion of hazardous materials [KV04], location of speed-up subnetworks [SS14], network interdic-
tion [Woo11], shipper-carrier interactions [LSC+14] and telecommunication [AFTU¨09], see also
[CMS07] for an overview. All of these problems have in common that they can be modeled as
bilevel problems where a planner makes network design decisions on the upper level, and routing
decisions are made on the lower level. In some applications the routing decisions are centralized
(route assignment), e.g., when a shipper prescribes transportation routes for the carriers, in other
applications they are decentralized (route choice), e.g., in road network design, where each car
driver makes an individual decision on which route to take.
Furthermore, the contrast between route assignment and route choice is closely related to game
theoretical concepts. In the context of routing games, the price of anarchy, comparing equilibrium
solutions obtained by selfish routing to system-optima is an interesting object of study (see, e.g.,
[Rou05]). In Stackelberg games a hierarchical setting is assumed: first the leader makes some upper-
level decisions, anticipating the followers reaction to these decisions, then a so-called Stackelberg
equilibrium for the followers is calculated (see, e.g., [BS02, KLO97, Rou04]). In particular if
the followers’ decisions do not interdepend mutually, i.e., every follower optimizes his individual
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objective function in the framework provided by the leader’s decisions, the problems are often
formulated and solved as bilevel programs.
2.5 Terminology and contributions of this paper
In this paper we distinguish between line planning problems in which the line plan needs to be
feasible under the assumption that each passenger chooses the route which appears best to her /
him, as opposed to approaches which may assign passengers to routes which are not optimal with
respect to the passenger’s objective (as described under header (b) in Section 2.3). We refer to
the first problem as Line planning with route choice, and to the latter as line planning with route
assignment.
We study line planning with route choice (LPRC) as introduced in [Sch14] under the name ca-
pacitated line planning with routing. We start with the formulation of the problem as a bilevel
optimization problem. We then transfer the bilevel problem into a single-level IP using two dif-
ferent approaches: the first one is based on the dualization of the inner-level routing problem, the
second one is based on implicit shortest-path constraints and was first described in [Sch14].
In both cases, the resulting IP model can be read as a line planning with route assignment (LPRA)
model with additional constraints and variables. In particular because some of these variables are
binary, and the constraints contain ’big-M’-values, the resulting models are harder to solve than
LPRA when using standard solvers. However, based on the observation that most of the added
constraints may not be necessary, we develop a constraint-generation method which starts with
solving LPRA, and iteratively detects violated constraints and adds them to the model. We
conduct extensive experiments in which we compare both models for LPRC. Furthermore, we
compare the obtained solutions to LPRA solutions to investigate how often LPRA indeed leads
to solutions which violate the assumption that passengers travel on shortest paths, and by how
much these are violated. This allows us to comment on the trade-off between solution quality
and solution time when comparing LPRC and LPRA. To solve larger problems, we propose a
multi-objective genetic algorithm, which is able to find trade-off solutions between travel time and
line concept costs for real-world sized instances in reasonable time.
For our study we use a simple version of the line planning problem, as described in the follow-
ing Section 3. However, the techniques we apply to transfer the bilevel problem to an IP are
independent of modeling decisions like the choice of objective function and of the upper level
constraints, i.e., infrastructure and most operational line planning constraints. They could hence
be adapted to many other line planning models, other capacitated public transportation problems
with integrated route choice, or in general network optimization problems with integrated routing.
3 Line planning with route choice
As discussed in Section 2, there is a wide variety of models for line planning. In this paper we
consider the following simple base model:
We make use of a network which provides information about the stations and the tracks connecting
the stations, the public transportation network (PTN) G = (S,E). In railway transportation, the
vertices S represent train stations, the (undirected) edges E represent the physical connections
between the vertices, i.e., the tracks. Edge lengths Le ∈ N0 denote geographic distances between
stations.
A line l is a directed path in the public transportation network G given as a sequence of stations
and edges (s1, e1, s2, e2, . . . , sk). To keep notation short, we sometimes describe a line stating
only the corresponding sequence of stations (s1, s2, . . . , sk) or the corresponding sequence of edges
(e1, e2, . . . , ek−1). We assume that lines are chosen from a predefined line pool L.
The task of line planning implies choosing a subset of lines L′ ⊂ L of lines and a frequency fl ∈ N
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(b) The CGN. Black arcs are travel arcs with




Figure 1: Example for the construction of a CGN.
Every line l ∈ L is assigned a cost bl that arises for every train of line l which is operated in the
given time period. The total cost for trains of line l is then calculated as fl · bl, the cost of a line
concept F is
∑
l∈L flbl. Furthermore, for every l ∈ L we associate a monotonously increasing line
speed function αl : R→ R which transforms the length Le of an edge e to the driving time αl(Le)
of line l on e. For the sake of simplicity, for the examples and experiments in this paper we assume
that αl is defined as αl(Le) :=
Le
βl
for a line speed factor βl. However, our models are also able to
include more complex relationships.
The goal of line planning is to find a line concept which leads to low costs on the one hand, and
low passenger travel time on the other hand.
We assume that the number of passengers wanting to travel by train between two stations is
fixed. We denote by OD = {(u1, v1), . . . , (uK , vK)} ⊂ S × S the origin-destination (OD) pairs,
i.e., the set of station pairs (uk, vk) with positive travel demand wk. The set of indices {1, . . . ,K}
is denoted as K. The travel time of a passenger on a route from origin to destination is computed
as the sum of travel times, plus the sum of transfer times, which are estimated by a fixed penalty
p for every transfer. Our model readily extends to penalties pll
′
s that depend on the station and
the two lines that are involved.
In order to obtain a better representation of passengers’ routes we make use of a change & go
network (CGN) N = (V,A). This concept was previously defined in [SS06, Sch14]; in this paper
we introduce an improved version which has the advantage that the number of arcs is only linear
in the number of lines and stations, instead of quadratic.
The node set V of N consists of a set of station nodes Vstation (containing one node for each station
s ∈ S) and travel nodes Vtravel (containing one node for each station s ∈ S and each line l ∈ L
that visits the station). The arc set A of the CGN consists of travel arcs Atravel which connect
travel nodes along each line, and transfer arcs Atransfer, which connect each station node to all
corresponding travel nodes. For each a ∈ Atravel we define its travel time as ca := αl(Le) for the
corresponding track e of the PTN, for each transfer arc we set ca :=
p
2 . We denote by l(a) the line
associated to a ∈ A. An example for this construction is given in Figure 1.
Now we can define a passenger’s route as a path in the CGN from the station node corresponding
to the passengers’ origin to the station node corresponding to his destination. Note that a route
describes not only the physical path a passenger takes (which corresponds to the chosen path in
the PTN) but also contains information on which line is taken on which part of the physical path.
The passengers’ travel time, including in-vehicle time and transfer time, can then be computed
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as the sum over all arc lengths on the passenger’s route, except for the first and last arc (because
transfer times should not be added for boarding the first train and alighting from the last).
Naturally, the routes that can be taken by the passengers depend on the line concept. In particular,
only lines l that are established, i.e., lines with fl > 0 can be used by passengers. We call a route
r compatible with a line concept F if it is contained in the routing network N (F ) = (V (F ), A(F ))
from which all travel nodes corresponding to lines with fl = 0 and all incident arcs are removed.
Passengers belonging to the same OD-pair do not necessarily need to travel on the same route.
For k ∈ K, we call Rk := {r : route r is used by at least one passenger of OD-pair (uk, vk)} a





k = wk must hold. A routing for OD is defined as R :=
⋃
k∈KRk. Let us denote
by Cap the capacity of one vehicle. A routing is compatible with a line concept F if each route
is compatible with F and the capacity of the line concept is sufficient to transport all passengers,




wrk ≤ fl(a)Cap. (1)
It is called a shortest-path routing for F , if for every k ∈ K, every r ∈ Rk is a shortest path in the
routing network N (F ).
Now the (biobjective) line planning problem with route choice can be defined as follows:
Definition 3.1. An instance (G,L,OD,Cap) of the line planning problem with route choice
(LPRC) consists of a PTN G, a line pool L, a set of OD-pairs OD, and a restriction on the
capacity of the trains Cap.
The task is to choose a line concept F and a compatible shortest path routing R in N (F ) such
that total costs of the line concept and total travel time of the passengers are minimized.
In comparison, we call the problem of finding a line concept together with a compatible routing
(which is not necessarily a shortest-path routing) which minimizes total costs and total travel time
line planning with route assignment (LPRA) problem.
The following example illustrates the differences between LPRC and LPRA.
Example 3.2. We are given a PTN with four stations as shown in Figure 2. There are three
lines with line speed factor βl = 1: line l1 from s1 via s2 to s4, line l2 from s2 to s4, and line l3
from s1 via s3 to s4. The line costs are bl1 = 3, bl2 = 1, and bl3 = 2. We assume a train capacity
of Cap = 100. There are 50 passengers travelling from s2 to s4 and from s3 to s4, and 100 from
s1 to s4. We now look at the best solution to LPRC and LPRA with respect to travel time, whose






Figure 2: PTN of an instance where solutions to LPRA and LPRC are different.
We note that for the passengers with origin s2 and s3 there is only one possible physical path in
the network, while passengers with origin s1 could reach their destination via s2 or s3. It is easy
to check that in this situation, the travel-time optimal combination of frequency assignment and
compatible routing is to install lines l1 and l3 with frequency 1. In this case, passengers from s1 to
s4 have to split, 50 of them can take the shorter route via s2, while the other 50 have to take the
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longer route via s3. This is thus the optimal solution to LPRA with objective value 350. However,
this solution would only be feasible in a realistic situation, if passengers could really be assigned
to the route via s3. When passengers choose their routes freely, it is hard to imagine that 50 of
them would voluntarily embark on a slower route. Most likely, all 100 would choose the route via
s2, making it impossible (or: very inconvenient) for the passengers with origin s2 to board the
train. The only combination of frequency assignment and compatible shortest-path routing is to
install line l2 with frequency 1 and line l3 with frequency 2. In this case, passengers from s1 have
only one route choice option, namely the route via s3 and will thus embark on this route willingly.
However, this comes at the cost of a higher overall travel time of 400.
It has been shown in [Sch14] that finding a solution for a given cost budget to LPRA and LPRC
is NP-hard, even if there is only one OD-pair and there are no transfer penalties. In general, it
may be that LPRA is feasible for some cost budget, but LPRC is not.
4 Mathematical programming formulation
4.1 A bilevel formulation for LPRC
We now formulate LPRC as a bilevel, biobjective optimization problem.















xka ≤ fl(a)Cap ∀ a ∈ A, (4)
xka is an optimal solution to (RPk) ∀ k ∈ K (5)
fl ∈ N ∀ l ∈ L, (6)
xka ∈ N ∀ k ∈ K, a ∈ A, (7)
(8)
















xˆka = 0 ∀ v ∈ V \ {uk, vk}, (11)
∑
a∈δ+(vk)
xˆka = wk (12)
xˆka ≤ fl(a) · wk ∀ a ∈ A, (13)
xˆka ∈ N ∀ a ∈ A. (14)
Here we denote by δ+(v) and δ−(v) the set of incoming and outgoing arcs of node v ∈ V ,
respectively. The upper level of the problem corresponds to the operator’s line planning problem.
We use non-negative integer variables fl for the frequencies and non-negative integer flow variables
xka to model the passenger routes. More precisely, x
k
a denotes the number of passengers of OD-pair
k using arc a of the CGN.
The operator has to make sure that the transportation capacity on all travel edges is sufficient to
transport the passengers wanting to travel on them, as described in constraints (4).
The lower level routing problems (RPk) model the route choice of the passengers. Here, the
variables fl from the upper level are fixed. Flow variables xˆ
k
a for all arcs a model the route choice
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of the passengers of OD-pair k. Note that since we assume that passengers travel on travel-time
minimal routes and that arc lengths represent travel times and are hence positive, we can assume
that xˆka ∈ [0, wk] for all a.
Note that (RPk) is the flow formulation of a shortest path problem in the CGN, with one additional
constraint (13). If fl = 0 for a line l, constraint (13) reads xˆ
k
a ≤ 0 for all travel arcs a belonging to
that line. On the other hand, if fl ≥ 1, constraint (13) is trivially fulfilled by any optimal solution
to (RPk).
Hence, (RPk) is a shortest path problem in N (F ). That means that an optimal solution to (RPk)
is a travel-time minimal routing for OD-pair k.
4.2 An integer program for LPRA
When we do not require that each passenger travels on a shortest route (constraints (5)), but
model passenger flows (only) via flow constraints, we obtain an IP formulation of line planning
















xka ≤ fl(a)Cap ∀ a ∈ A, (17)∑
a∈δ−(uk)






xka = 0 ∀ k ∈ K, v ∈ V \ {uk, vk}, (19)
∑
a∈δ+(vk)
xka = wk ∀ k ∈ K (20)
fl ∈ N ∀ l ∈ L, (21)
xka ∈ N ∀ k ∈ K, a ∈ A, (22)
Note that more passenger routes are feasible in LPRA than in LPRC-bil, as we neglect the
constraint that passenger routes need to be shortest paths in the latter. Therefore, LPRA is a
relaxation of LPRC-bil.
Indeed, as we have seen in Section 3, there are instances in which LPRA achieves better objective
values than LPRC-bil – however, this comes at the disadvantage that some passengers are assumed
to travel on paths which are not shortest with respect to travel time in the routing network.
4.3 Integer programming formulations for line planning with route choice
In the following, we describe to different integer programming formulations that linearize the
bilevel problem LPRC-bil.
4.3.1 First model
In our first approach, we reconsider the lower lever routing problem (RPk). We introduce a new
binary variable ya that denotes the availability of an arc, i.e., it is equal to one iff fl(a) > 0. As
noted, we may relax the variables xˆka. The dual of (RPk) is hence given as




s.t. pikj − piki − αij ≤ wkca ∀ a = (i, j) ∈ A, (24)
piki ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ V, (25)
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αka ≥ 0 ∀ a ∈ A. (26)
Using strong duality, we can therefore ensure that all passengers travel on shortest paths with










αkaya ∀ k ∈ K
in the upper level problem. However, the product αkaya is not linear anymore, and needs to be
linearized by introducing new variables βka = α
k
aya. Overall, this linearization of problem LPRC-bil
can be written as:





















xka = 0 ∀ k ∈ K, v ∈ V \ {uk, vk}, (30)
∑
a∈δ+(vk)
xka = wk ∀ k ∈ K, (31)
∑
k∈K
xka ≤ fl(a)Cap ∀ a ∈ A, (32)






vk − pikuk −
∑
a∈A
βka ∀ k ∈ K, (34)
pikj − piki − αkij ≤ wkca ∀ k ∈ K, a ∈ A, (35)
βka ≤Mka2 ya ∀ a ∈ A, k ∈ K (36)
αka −Mka2 (1− ya) ≤ βka ≤ αka +Mka2 (1− ya) ∀ a ∈ A, k ∈ K (37)
fl ∈ N ∀ l ∈ L, (38)
xka ∈ N ∀ k ∈ K, a ∈ A, (39)
ya ∈ {0, 1} ∀ a ∈ A, (40)
piki ≥ 0 ∀ k ∈ K, i ∈ V, (41)
αka ≥ 0 ∀ k ∈ K, a ∈ A, (42)
βka ≥ 0 ∀ k ∈ K, a ∈ A. (43)
Here, M l1 and M
ka
2 are large enough constants (it suffices to set M
l
1 ≥ bB/blc and Mka2 ≥
wk
∑
a∈A ca). The constraints (29) to (32) are the same as in LPRA, i.e., all passengers are
assigned routes in accordance with line capacities. The additional constraints (33)–(37) ensure
that only shortest paths can be assigned to passengers, which is modeled via strong duality in (34)
and the dual constraints (35), as well as the linearization of the product αkaya in (33)-(37).
4.3.2 Second model
The second IP model for LPRC is obtained from LPRA by adding constraints (50-59) which make
sure that passengers can only travel on shortest paths. To this end, we introduce binary variables
zka which indicate whether arc a = (i, j) lies on a shortest path from node i to v
k. To determine
the values of z, we introduce auxiliary variables yl for each line l and r
k
i for each OD-pair k and
each node i. The variable yl indicates whether line l is established in the line concept F and
hence determines whether arcs a = (i, j) ∈ l have to be taken into account when determining the
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shortest paths from i to a destination vk in the routing network. The node potential rki indicates
the shortest path distance from node i to destination vk in the routing network.





















xka = 0 ∀ k ∈ K, v ∈ V \ {uk, vk}, (47)
∑
a∈δ+(vk)
xka = wk ∀ k ∈ K, (48)
∑
k∈K
xka ≤ fl(a)Cap ∀ a ∈ A, (49)
yl ≤ fl ∀ l ∈ L, (50)
M3 · yl ≥ fl ∀ l ∈ L, (51)
zka ≤ yl(a) ∀ a ∈ A, k ∈ K, (52)
rkj + cij − rki + zkij +M ij4 (1− yl(i,j)) ≥ 1 ∀ (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K, (53)
rkj + cij − rki −M ij4 · (1− zkij) ≤ 0 ∀ (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K, (54)
rkvk = 0 ∀ k ∈ K, (55)
xka ≤ zka · wk ∀ a ∈ A, k ∈ K, (56)
rki ∈ N ∀ k ∈ K, i ∈ V, (57)
xka ∈ N, zka ∈ {0, 1} ∀ k ∈ K, a ∈ A, (58)
fl ∈ N, yl ∈ {0, 1} ∀ l ∈ L. (59)
In constraints (50-51) yl is set to 1 if fl > 0 and to 0 otherwise for M3 big enough. Since in








Constraints (52) force us to choose only arcs for the shortest path calculations that belong to
established lines. Constraints (53) and (54) set the values of the node potential variables rki and




i denote shortest path distances from i to
vk, or from j to vk respectively, r
k
j + cij − rki measures the difference between the shortest direct
path from j to vk and the shortest path from i to vk that contains arc (i, j). The addition and
subtraction of the constant M ij4 avoids conflicts for arcs which are not in the routing network or







Constraints (55) set the distance from a destination node to itself to be 0 and hence initializes
the implicit distance calculations. Constraints (56) act as linking constraint of the passenger flow
assignment in (46-48) and the shortest path calculations in (52-56) allowing only arcs on shortest
paths as candidates for the passenger flows.
This approach has first been described in [Sch14], where also a formal proof of correctness of this
formulation has been given.
5 Solution Approaches
5.1 Integer Programming Approaches
To solve a bicriteria problem, i.e., to find the set of Pareto solutions with respect to travel time and
costs, several scalarization approaches have been proposed in the literature (see, e.g., [Ehr06]). In
the following, we focus on the ε-constraint method, where a budget B on the line costs is enforced.
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Using different values for B, we can then construct a set of Pareto solutions. The ε-constraint
method has been widely applied for line planning problems (see [Sch12b]).
In both formulations LPRC-1 and LPRC-2, we use sets of variables and constraints for every
OD-pair, to ensure that this OD pair travels on a user-optimal shortest path. Clearly, these
variables and constraints are not required if the user-optimal path is also a system-optimal path,
i.e., when a solution to LPRA can be extended to a feasible solution to LPRC. We therefore
consider two solution approaches, where not all variables and constraints for LPRC are included
from the beginning.
In our first approach, we use lazy constraints to generate constraints (34)–(37) for LPRC-1, and
constraints (52)–(56) for LPRC-2 on the fly during the solution process. That is, we start the
solution process with model LPRA. Whenever Cplex finds a feasible solution, we check if any of
these constraints are violated, i.e., if there is an OD-pair that does not travel on shortest paths.
Finding such violated constraints can be done in polynomial time by shortest path computations.
If it is the case that constraints are violated, the solution is rejected as being infeasible, and the
set of constraints corresponding to the OD-pairs that do not travel on shortest paths are added
to the current model.
In our second approach, we also begin with model LPRA, but do not add constraints on the fly
during the solution process. Instead, we solve LPRA to optimality, and then check if this solution
can be extended to a feasible solution of LPRC, i.e., if all passengers travel on shortest paths.
If this is not the case, we add the sets of constraint corresponding to OD pairs that travel on
sub-optimal paths, and solve the extended model again to optimality. This is repeated until an
optimal solution to LPRC is found. In other words, we solve each model to optimality, before
we check if every passenger travels on shortest paths and add new constraints, while the previous
approach does so for every candidate solution in the solution process. Note that this approach
does not produce any feasible solution to LPRC, until a solution is found that is both feasible and
optimal.
The advantage of the second approach over the first approach is that less shortest path constraints
are expected to be added to the model, as we only check solutions that are optimal in every
iteration, and not any solution that is perceived as feasible. Hence, problem formulations can be
kept smaller. The disadvantage is that several (mixed-)integer programs have to be solved, instead
of a single problem as in the first approach.
To implement the first method in Cplex, we use callbacks to control the solution procedure.
Internally, Cplex runs a branch-and-cut algorithm, and allows communication from the outside
via such callbacks. In the incumbent callback (which is called whenever Cplex finds a new feasible
solution), we run our shortest path algorithms to verify if every passenger travels on shortest
paths. If this is not the case, the solution is rejected, and the corresponding OD-pairs are noted.
In a lazy constraint callback (which is called by Cplex regularly), we then add all constraints
corresponding to OD-pairs that have been noted in previous incumbent callbacks.
5.2 A Genetic Algorithm
As an alternative to these integer programming approaches, which aim at finding solutions with a
certificate of optimality, we describe a metaheuristic algorithm that focusses on producing high-
quality solutions without quality guarantees (which can be especially useful for larger-scale prob-
lems). There exist several genetic algorithms for biobjective problems, see, e.g., the overview
[KCS06]. We follow the very successful NSGA-II algorithm type, see [DPAM02].
We reduce the solution space by making the following assumption: All passengers of one OD-pair
use the same path. This is not required in the LPRC model; we therefore consider a smaller set of
potential solutions, which may mean that some Pareto solutions cannot be found by our heuristic.
However, this assumption has strong advantages as it simplifies the way we represent solutions.
A solution is encoded using only a binary vector s that denotes for each line l ∈ L, if it is used or
not. Such a vector is evaluated using the following algorithm. We first determine if s is feasible,
by checking if this choice of lines allows every passenger to travel from origin to destination in
the PTN. Using the PTN instead of the CGN reduces the computation time of such a feasibility
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check. If s is feasible, we determine a shortest path for every OD-pair in the CGN, and then set
line frequencies such that the resulting requirements on arc capacities are fulfilled.
The genetic algorithm begins with generating a random, feasible starting population of such vectors
s. Additionally, we include the solution where all lines are build, i.e., sl = 1 for all l ∈ L. This
solution gives the smallest possible travel time of all OD-pairs. Each solution is evaluated.
We then repeat the following procedures, until a time limit is reached: We find the non-dominated
sorting, calculate the crowding distance, and crossover and mutate. Each step is explained in the
following.
For non-dominated sorting, we first determine the subset of solutions which are not dominated by
any other solution. These solutions are given rank 0, and are then removed for the purpose of this
procedure. We find all solutions which are non-dominated for this reduced set of solutions, assign
them rank 1, and so on, until each solution is given some rank. The rank is used to determine the
fitness of a solution.
The crowding distance is used to ensure diversity by distributing solutions evenly over the Pareto
frontier. Each set of solutions of equal rank can be ordered with respect to one of the two objective
functions, yielding one or two neighbors for every solution. The crowding distance is the sum of
distances in both objectives to these neighbors, normalized by the largest distance of all current
solutions. This means that solutions for which other solutions of similar quality exist have a small
crowding distance.
The crossover and mutation step uses rank and crowding distance in the following way. We choose
two pairs of solutions at random from the current population. In each pair, we choose the solution
which has the smaller rank value; if both have the same rank, we prefer the solution with the larger
crowding distance. Having chosen one solution from each pair, these two solutions then generate
an offspring by randomly combining their decisions to build lines or not. We then mutate the
offspring by changing each decision with a small probability. If the resulting solution should be
infeasible, the process is repeated. Once a feasible solution is found, it is evaluated. We generate
offsprings this way using random pairs of solutions until the population size has doubled. In the
next non-dominated sorting process, we only keep the half of the population which has the best
rank.
As noted above, we include a solution that has the best possible travel time right from the beginning
(sl = 1 for all l ∈ L), but this is not possible for the second objective, the line concept costs.
We therefore help the genetic algorithm finding low-cost solutions with an additional local search,
which is used with small probability on a new feasible offspring solution. The local search considers
the |L|2 many moves that consist of flipping any pair of line decisions. If the resulting solution
is feasible and cheaper than the previous solution, it is used instead, and the search process is
repeated until no more improvements can be found.
6 Experiments
All experiments described in this section were conducted on a computer with a 16-core Intel
Xeon E5-2670 processor, running at 2.60 GHz with 20MB cache, and Ubuntu 12.04. Processes
were pinned to one core. We used Cplex v.12.6 [IBM13] to solve (mixed-)integer programs, and
LEMON 1.2.3 [COI12] for shortest path computations.
6.1 Instances
We test our models on two sets of instances: On instances we randomly generated along realistic
parameters, and on an instance modelling the German long distance rail network. Both sets
serve different purposes. The randomly generated instances have the advantage that we can
directly control their size, and we can generate a quantity that is large enough to allow significant
comparisons between solution methods. The German network instance on the other hand is
considerably larger and more representative for real-world applications of our model.
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6.1.1 Random instances
We first describe the randomly generated instances, which mimic real-world problems. Let a
number n of stations be given. Using a uniform distribution, we randomly assign each station
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} a set of coordinates (xi, yi) in the square [0, 1]. Distances between stations are then
always given as the Euclidean distance in these coordinates. We then assign to each station a
population value pi by using the population of one of the 30 largest cities in Germany, chosen
uniformly at random.
The total number of passengers is set to 1000 · n. The origin station of each passenger is chosen
using a probability that is proportional to the population value pi of each station. The destination
of each passenger is then assigned using a gravity model, i.e., the probability that a station is
chosen as destination is proportional to its population, and inverse proportional to its distance to
the origin station. Note that OD matrices generated by this procedure are dense. This way, we
can expect a realistic distribution of travel demand among stations.
We then complete the PTN by generating edges between stations. This is done by computing a
Delaunay triangulation to ensure an even network design, similar to as it is used in practice. We
then randomly remove arcs with a low probability to perturb the network. If the resulting graph
should not be connected, this process is repeated.
We then generate a line pool, consisting of 3n lines. Each line is a random walk through the PTN,
which chooses in each step a neighbor that was not visited before. After each step, the line stops
with probability 70%. If a line generated this way does not consists of at least three stations, the
process is repeated. The cost of a line the total distance it covers, multiplied with a random value
from [0.5, 1.5]. The speedfactor of a line is a random value in [1, 5]. Every train has a capacity of
100.
For each value of n in {4, . . . , 10}, we generate 20 instances this way. We denote by In the set
of instances with n stations. In Table 1, we summarize some graph properties of the resulting
instances. Columns |S| and |E| give the average number of stations and directed arcs in the PTN,
respectively. Column ’dens.’ gives the average graph density, i.e., the actual number of edges
divided by the number of potential edges in the graph. In ’deg.’, we give the average node degree.
PTN CGN
Set |S| |E| dens. deg. betw. diam. l.p.p. lines l.len. |V | |A|
I4 4 9.7 0.81 4.9 0.23 1.9 4.19 12 3.0 52.0 132.0
I5 5 14.1 0.71 5.6 0.33 2.2 4.06 15 3.2 68.3 174.8
I6 6 18.6 0.62 6.2 0.34 2.2 4.19 18 3.3 84.1 216.2
I7 7 22.9 0.54 6.5 0.32 2.8 4.29 21 3.4 99.7 257.0
I8 8 28.3 0.51 7.1 0.33 2.9 4.26 24 3.4 112.8 290.3
I9 9 33.2 0.46 7.4 0.30 3.0 4.33 27 3.4 127.7 329.1
I10 10 38.1 0.42 7.6 0.30 3.3 4.40 30 3.4 141.5 364.5
Table 1: Average PTN and average CGN size for random instances.
Column ’betw.’ shows the average betweenness of nodes, i.e., for every node, we count how often
this node lies on a shortest path between any two other nodes. The values are normalized in
[0, 1]. In ’diam.’, the graph diameter is given, that is, the largest distance between any two nodes,
where the distance is given by the length of the shortest path with unit arc lengths. In ’l.p.p.’, we
show the average number of lines per path. For every pair of nodes, we count how many different
lines could potentially be used along a shortest path. In ’lines’, the number of lines is given (by
construction always equal to 3|S|); and ’l.len.’ gives the average number of edges in each line.
Finally, in |V | and |A|, the number of nodes and edges in the resulting CGN is shown.
6.1.2 German long distance network
This problem instance models the long distance railway network of Germany. The PTN is taken
from the LinTim toolbox [Lin16, GSS13a] and consists of 250 stations, 652 (directed) edges, and
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132 lines. The edge density is 0.01, and average node degree is 5.2. The normalized average
betweenness is 0.16, and the diameter is 27. The average number of lines per path is 53.1, and
the average line length is 15.4. The corresponding CGN consists of 4,586 nodes and 12,744 arcs.
The OD matrix has 48,842 non-zero entries.
6.2 Solution algorithms
Models LPRC-1 and LPRC-2 can be solved directly using a generic mixed-integer programming
solver (in our experiments, we use Cplex [IBM13]). However, it may be that some passengers
already travel on shortest paths when only the simpler problem LPRA was solved. We therefore
consider the two solution approaches presented in Section 5.1 that do not include all constraints
ensuring the usage of shortest paths from the beginning. These approaches can be used for both
models, LPRC-1 and LPRC-2.
We use the following notation for these solution approaches:
• Solving LPRA directly with Cplex is denoted as CPX-A.
• Solving LPRC-1 directly with Cplex is denoted as CPX-1.
• Solving LPRC-1 using the first approach, which constructs violated lazy constraints on the
fly in a single branch-and-bound tree, is denoted as CPX-1-L.
• Solving LPRC-1 using the second approach, which solves increasingly large problems itera-
tively to optimality, is denoted as CPX-1-It.
• Analogously, we write CPX-2, CPX-2-L, and CPX-2-It for LPRC-2.
6.3 Setup
In the following, we describe the outcomes of four experiments. The first three experiments use
the smaller, randomly generated instances, while the last experiment uses the large real-world
instance. We ask the following questions:
1. Which of the exact solution approaches for LPRC requires the least computation time?
2. How do user-optimal and system-optimal solutions compare, i.e., what are the differences
between the solutions generated by models LPRA and LPRC?
3. How does the genetic algorithm scale with problem size, compared to the exact approaches?
4. Is it possible to find user-optimal solutions for the real-world instance?
Each question is answered in a separate experiment.
6.4 Experiment 1: Computation times for LPRC
We use the seven solution methods CPX-A, CPX-1/2, CPX-1/2-L and CPX-1/2-It to solve the
140 randomly generated instances I4 to I10. Each method is given a time limit of one hour. We
measure the computation time to reach optimality, and how often optimality can be proven within
the time limit.
To facilitate the comparison of these methods, we use a single budget B per instance, i.e., we
calculate only one solution instead of the set of all Pareto efficient solutions. Generating a suitable
budget B on the costs is therefore crucial for the following experiments. On the one hand, if B
is too large, instances become easy to solve, and there may be no difference between solutions of
models LPRA and LPRC, as there is enough capacity available to send every passenger on the
shortest path the CGN allows. If B is too small, on the other hand, only few feasible solutions exist,
and computation times become very large. To find a compromise between these two extremes, we
first use the genetic algorithm (which does not require a budget B) for each instance. Let Bl be
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the smallest budget of any Pareto solution found this way, and let Bu be the highest such budget.
We set B = 12 (B
l +Bu).
Our results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
Instance CPX-A CPX-1 CPX-1-It CPX-1-L CPX-2 CPX-2-It CPX-2-L
I4 0.1 4.9 8.8 1.8 76.6 297.7 1148.4
I5 0.3 39.4 241.8 12.3 2585.0 2495.8 3417.6
I6 0.9 320.8 730.9 125.7 3448.0 3422.7 3600.0
I7 1.7 1112.5 1473.3 584.1 3600.0 3384.2 3600.0
I8 4.3 2687.6 3057.1 2135.9 3435.1 3392.3 3420.3
I9 8.9 3570.7 3600.0 3600.0 3600.0 3600.0 3600.0
I10 16.9 3600.0 3313.5 3457.9 3600.0 3600.0 3600.0
Table 2: Average computation times in seconds.
In Table 2, we show the average computation times in seconds over the 20 instances of each size.
Note that 3600 seconds correspond to the time limit. Computation times are accompanied by the
number of instances which could be solved to proven optimality within the time limit in Table 3.
Clearly, CPX-A is several orders of magnitude faster than any other method, and could solve all
instances within seconds. Comparing CPX-2 with the alternatives CPX-2-It and CPX-2-L, we
find that using not all OD-pairs from the beginning does not lead to significant improvements –
in fact, it is even unhelpful for the smallest instances.
This is different for CPX-1, where CPX-1-L tends to outperform CPX-1 and CPX-1-It. Overall,
CPX-1-L shows best performance in solving model LPRC; furthermore, approaches based on
CPX-1 outperform approaches based on CPX-2.
Instance CPX-A CPX-1 CPX-1-It CPX-1-L CPX-2 CPX-2-It CPX-2-L
I4 20 20 20 20 20 19 15
I5 20 20 19 20 8 9 2
I6 20 20 19 20 1 1 0
I7 20 20 18 19 0 2 0
I8 20 8 4 13 1 2 1
I9 20 1 0 0 0 0 0
I10 20 0 2 1 0 0 0
Table 3: Number of optimal solutions.
6.5 Experiment 2: Comparison of solutions
For this experiment, we consider only optimal solutions from Experiment 1, independent of the
solution approach that generated them. For instances where optimal solutions of both LPRA
and LPRC are available, we measure the passenger travel time (i.e., the objective values of the
models). However, these travel times reflect only part of the quality of a solution: Passengers in
model LPRA may travel on paths that are not user-optimal, to enable a system-optimal solution.
We use two additional quality measures to gauge the improvement in service quality a solution to
LPRC delivers.
The first is the required additional capacity of arcs to enable shortest paths for all passengers.
One may consider this value as the amount of missing capacity an operator would need to provide
such that all passengers can travel on shortest paths, or, alternatively, as the amount of congestion
of trains if all passengers do decide to travel on their shortest paths. This value is always 0 for
solutions to LPRC.
The other quality measure is the amount of investment a line operator would need to make to
improve the capacity of the line concept to a level that allows every passengers to use a system-
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optimal path. For solutions to LPRC, this is simply the cost of the line concept. For LPRA, this
is the cost of the line concept, plus possible additional costs to extend its capacity.
These two values are computed using mixed-integer programs. The congestion value is found by













xka = 0 ∀ k ∈ K, v ∈ V \ {uk, vk}, (62)∑
a∈δ+(vk)
xka = wk ∀ k ∈ K, (63)∑
k∈K




a = opt(F, k) ∀ k ∈ K (65)
xka ∈ N ∀ k ∈ K, a ∈ A, (66)
fl ∈ N ∀ l ∈ L (67)
γa ≥ 0 ∀ a ∈ A, (68)
where opt(F, k) denotes the length of a shortest route for OD-pair k in the network N (F ), which
is a precomputed constant in this formulation. For the cost of the line concept, we use a similar
model that includes the costs of the lines.
To restrict total computation times, we use a time limit of one hour for the solution of these
models via Cplex.
Table 4 shows the average travel time. In column LPRA, the total travel time of all passengers in
the solution produced by LPRA is given, averaged over the instances of each size where optimal
solutions for both LPRA and LPRC were found. The same averaged travel time for LPRC is
shown in the next column. Column ’Relative’ shows the relative increase in travel time from
LPRA to LPRC in percent, while the last column ’Nr Inst’ gives the number of instances over
which the average is taken.
We find that travel time differences are especially large for the smallest instances. As there are only
very few stations, they are densely connected, and the aspect of route assignment is particularly
powerful. However, this evens out when the number of stations increases. For eight stations, the
average increase in travel time is 8.5%, and for larger instances, there are not sufficiently many
optimal solutions available to make a valid comparison.
Instance LPRA LPRC Relative Nr Inst
I4 480,174.8 606,540.4 30.2 20
I5 457,008.7 564,101.7 22.4 20
I6 573,905.4 706,699.1 25.6 20
I7 670,581.2 745,247.7 11.1 20
I8 741,944.6 804,882.6 8.5 14
I9 668,577.0 747,839.0 11.9 1
I10 1,167,376.5 1,201,710.5 3.0 2
Table 4: Average travel times.
Table 5 presents the service quality related measures. In the column ’Congestion’, we give the
objective value of model (60) – (68), i.e., the additional capacity required on arcs to enable user-
optimal shortest paths for every OD-pair (recall that the capacity of every train is set to 100). The
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next column shows how often a congestion value that was strictly larger than zero was observed. If
the congestion is zero, we know that the solution of LPRA is also optimal to LPRC. This happened
only once.
Instance Congestion Nr Cong. LPRA-Budget LPRC-Budget Relative Nr Inst
I4 1651.4 19 58.5 41.8 36.7 20
I5 1934.9 20 67.7 51.3 31.4 20
I6 3001.1 20 84.8 63.4 35.0 20
I7 3223.9 20 100.6 76.5 31.1 20
I8 2959.9 13 107.5 84.9 25.9 14
I9 365.1 1 140.7 98.1 43.4 1
I10 810.8 2 234.0 157.2 47.8 2
Table 5: Average congestion and average budget.
The following three columns, ’LPRA-Budget’, ’LPRC-Budget’ and ’Relative’ present the average
cost to build a line concept that enables user-optimal paths. LPRA-Budget gives the smallest
budget when extending the LPRA solution using a similar formulation as in (60) – (68). LPRC-
Budget is the cost of the LPRC solution, and ’Relative’ gives the average relative increase from
LPRC to LPRA in percent. As before, the last column gives the number of instances over which
the average was taken.
The fact that in nearly all of our instances, users cannot travel on optimal paths without causing
congested trains when using the LPRA solution underlines the importance of taking the route
choice aspect into account. While the travel time ratio decreases with larger instances, this trend
is not as clear in with regards to budgets. This means that savings are still relevant for larger
instances, and speaks towards our model LPRC.
6.6 Experiment 3: Comparison of genetic algorithm with exact ap-
proach
In this experiment we compare the genetic algorithm with the best exact solution approach from
Section 6.4, which is CPX-1-L. To this end, we run the genetic algorithm for ten minutes on every
instance from I4 to I10. For every Pareto solution generated this way, we run CPX-1-L with
another ten minutes time limit and the same line concept budget as the solution requires. We
record if CPX-1-L is able to find a solution with a travel time that is at least as good as the travel
time of the solution produced by the genetic algorithm. As the genetic algorithm may produce a
large number of Pareto solutions, we restrict the comparison to 20 solutions per instance, which
are chosen equidistantly over the Pareto front.
The genetic algorithm used a population of 2000 individuals for this experiment.
We summarize our findings in Table 6. In columns ’Better’, ’Equal’ and ’Worse’, we give the
average relative number of solutions in percent for which the exact method found a better, equal,
or worse solution, respectively (i.e., for I4, CPX-1-L found a solution that dominates the corre-
sponding solution produced by the genetic algorithm in 18.8% of all cases; found a solution of
equal quality in 81.2% of cases; and never produced a solution of worse quality). The column
’Worse’ also counts the cases where the exact method did not produce a feasible solution at all.
Typically, solutions with larger budget were easier to reproduce.
The column ’Nr Sols’ gives the average number of Pareto solutions produced by the genetic algo-
rithm. There is a clear tendency that more Pareto solutions are produced for larger instances.
Table 6 indicates that the genetic algorithm is able to outperform our IP based approaches when
the problem size increases. In particular, the genetic algorithm used the time limit of ten minutes
to produce the complete Pareto front, while CPX-1-L was given ten minutes per solution to
reproduce, which underlines the performance gap between both approaches.
To compare both approaches in more detail, we also show two columns IP≤Gen and Gen≤IP .
These values are calculated in the following way. Let SIP ⊂ R2 be the set of vectors of objective
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Instance Better Equal Worse Nr Sols IP≤Gen Gen≤IP
I4 18.8 81.2 0.0 8.7 1.00 1.03
I5 23.7 74.2 2.1 13.3 1.01 1.03
I6 29.0 52.3 18.7 23.0 1.05 1.03
I7 20.6 32.1 47.4 26.8 1.16 1.02
I8 11.6 19.3 69.2 25.9 1.28 1.01
I9 6.7 7.4 86.0 47.8 1.51 1.01
I10 9.3 5.0 85.7 66.4 1.51 1.01
Table 6: Average percentage of solutions generated by genetic algorithm for which CPX-1-L finds










l∈L flbl) found by using the IP method CPX-1-L for some instance
I. Analogously, SGen is the set of objective values found by the genetic algorithm. To compute
IP≤Gen, we find the smallest  ≥ 0 such that when all points of SGen are multiplied with , then
every point of SGen is dominated by some point of SIP . More formally, we set
IP≤Gen(I) := min{ : ∀(ci, di) ∈ SGen ∃(cj , dj) ∈ SIP s.t. cj ≤ ci and dj ≤ di}
The value IP≤Gen is then the average of IP≤Gen(I) over all instances of the respective set.
Analogously for Gen≤IP . A larger value of A≤B thus indicates worse performance of A. We see
that while CPX-1-L performs slightly better than the genetic algorithm on small instances, it is
outperformed already from I6 upwards.
6.7 Experiment 4: Real-world instance
As discussed in the previous experiment, our IP methods are not competitive for larger instances.
This is especially the case for our considerably larger real-world instance, where both LPRA and
LPRC are not able to produce any solution within reasonable time limit.
We run the genetic algorithm with a time limit of one hour, and a population size of 100. For
this instance, we do not use the local search for improvements in the budget, as it may take a too
large portion of computation time. Within one hour, our implementation was able to perform 25
iterations this way.
In Figure 3, we show the starting population in gray, and the non-dominated solutions after the
last iteration in black. By construction, a best possible solution with respect to travel time is
already included in the set of starting solutions (in the bottom right corner). The algorithm was
able to significantly reduce the line concept costs, without a large increase in travel times. A
sharp increase in travel times below a budget of approximately 64,000 can be observed: In this
experiment, the solution with costs 64, 033 and travel time 1.42 · 109 is a strong candidate to
consider for the line operator.
Overall, we find that our algorithm is able to solve LPRC on instances of real-world size within a
reasonable time frame for the strategic planning stage. The solution set generated by the genetic
algorithm still changed in the last iteration that was performed within the time limit, which means
that small further improvements are possible.
7 Conclusions and further research
The economic success of a line operator depends on plenty of factors, and service quality is amongst
the most prominent of them, as it has direct impact on customer experience. Previous models
include short passenger travel times in a system-optimal way, i.e., they use the assumption that a
path can be assigned to each passenger. In this paper we considered models which do not require


















Figure 3: Solution output of genetic algorithm for real-world instance.
If several shortest paths exist, we still assume that we can assign one of them (e.g., by using online
route information systems).
We formulate the resulting problem with two integer programs, which are considerably larger than
the route assignment model. We therefore propose decomposition approaches that do not have
to create the complete model at the beginning of the solution process, and find in computational
experiments on randomly generated instances that such an approach is able to reduce computation
times.
However, our integer programming approaches do not scale to large-scale problems with hundreds
of stations. To this end, we propose a genetic solution algorithm. In our experiments we showed
that this algorithm is competitive for smaller instances, and is able to produce solutions for
problems with large size.
An alternative way to formulate the route choice model using less variables than LPRC-2 is shown
in Appendix A. In our experiments, this approach showed inferior performance compared to the
other models we presented. Further research is required to better understand why this is the case.
Finally, more complex transfer penalties p may be considered, that also depend on the frequencies
of the lines involved. While our MIPs would become nonlinear if arc lengths ca depended on fl,
it may be possible to include for the genetic algorithm with suitable extension.
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A Appendix: An alternative model for LPRC
In model LPRC-2, we use a set of flow variables xk for each OD-pair k ∈ K. Such flows can be
used to complete a whole shortest path tree from every origin instead, meaning that the number
of flow variable sets can be reduced from O(n2) to O(n).
Let O the set of all origin nodes, i.e., O = {u ∈ V : ∃v ∈ V with (u, v) ∈ OD}, and let D(u) be
the set of all destinations for which there is demand from node u ∈ O. We give each node in O
an index k = 1, . . . ,K′ = |O|, and denote by w(u, v) the OD-demand from node u to node v. The

















−∑v′∈D(uk) w(uk, v′) if v = uk
w(uk, v) if v ∈ D(uk)
0 otherwise
∀ uk ∈ O, v ∈ V
∑
k∈K′
xka ≤ fl(a)Cap ∀ a ∈ A,∑
l∈L
flbl ≤ B,
yl ≤ fl ∀ l ∈ L,
M3 · yl ≥ fl ∀ l ∈ L,
zka ≤ yl(a) ∀ a ∈ A, k ∈ K′,
rkj + cij − rki + zkij +M ij4 (1− yl(i,j)) ≥ 1 ∀ (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K′,
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rkj + cij − rki −M ij4 · (1− zkij) ≤ 0 ∀ (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K′,∑
v∈D(uk)
rkv = 0 ∀ uk ∈ O,
xka ≤ zka ·
∑
v∈D(uk)
w(uk, v) ∀ a ∈ A, uk ∈ O,
rki ∈ N ∀ k ∈ K′, i ∈ V,
xka ∈ N, zka ∈ {0, 1} ∀ k ∈ K′, a ∈ A,
fl ∈ N, yl ∈ {0, 1} ∀ l ∈ L.
The same approach can also be used to formulate a model with a set of flow variables for every
destination, instead of origin; furthermore, even though we presented the model using LPRC-2 as
a starting point, the same ideas can also be applied to rewrite model LPRC-1.
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